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ABSTRACT

The Material Point Method (MPM) may be viewed as being a solid mechanics method that is derived from the fluid implicit particle, FLIP and PIC methods and which has had considerable success on large deformation problems. Despite this success many theoretical issues to do with MPM remain unresolved. One such issue is the stability of the method, given its nonlinear nature. Currently either a a fourier-based analysis [1], [3] or energy-conservation approach [2] is taken. However [7] rightly point out that the nonlinear nature of the MPM scheme makes classic linear stability analysis inappropriate. Similarly while energy conservation is of great importance it does not necessarily imply stability [5]. One way to start to address this is to note that the standard time integration methods used in MPM coresponds to the use of the semi-implicit Euler method, or symplectic Euler-A [4]. There is convergence and stability analysis of this method in [6] and this analysis is sufficiently general to be applied to the MPM, providing that care is taken with the nonlinear nature of MPM. The intention here is to use this approach to shed some light on the nonlinear stability of MPM by considering a one dimensional model problem as an ordinary differential equations system in the values at particles and nodes. The aim is to consider how to bound the timestep when nonlinearity is taken into account. The stability analysis of [6] is adapted to MPM and used to derive a stable timestep bound for a model problem. This bound is contrasted against a traditional CFL bound.
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